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Section One
Eligibility



Essential Eligibility Criteria

 Have served in their current substantive rank (Superintendent, or Chief 
Inspector for applicants on promotion) for a period of 12 months or more;

 Have attained at minimum an overall ‘Good’ performance and ‘Medium’ 
potential rating on their most recent completed Right Track review (NB: 
External candidates must supply a copy of their most recent completed PDR);

 Be able to demonstrate the competencies required of a Superintendent;
 Have no live written improvement notices under the Police (Performance) 

Regulations 2015 or reduction in rank under Unsatisfactory Performance 
Procedures (UPP) in the previous 18 months;

 Have no live written warnings, final written warnings or extended final written 
warnings issued under the BTP Police (Conduct) Regs 2015 (NB: a finding of 
misconduct but where no separate penalty is applied does not bar an officer 
from participating);

 Have completed all mandatory training (NB: officers whose mandatory 
training is out of date will be able to participate in assessments. However, if 
successful, posting will not be confirmed until this training is complete and 
they are able to return to full duty).

You will not be eligible to apply if you have an existing CCJ or IVA outstanding 
against you. 

Applicants who have been registered bankrupt will not be considered. Failure to 
disclose any of the above will lead to your application being rejected.

Applicants with a criminal record will be reviewed on a case by case basis, but can 
be rejected from the process dependent on the date and nature of the conviction. 
Applicants are encouraged to email recruitmentteam@btp.pnn.police.uk if they have 
any queries on previous convictions. 



Section Two
The Recruitment Process



The Recruitment Process

Competency-Based Application Form

Eligibility Sift & Shortlist

Presentation and Competency-based 
Interview Assessments

Held with a senior ranking officer and a 
representative of HR

Conditional Offer

Complete and submit 
BTP Vetting form 

Force Vetting conduct 
checks

Start Date (TBC)

References

Attend medical 
appointment

Medical results confirmedVetting results confirmed

Book appointment at local 
BTP ClinicTransferee Reference 

requested from current force

MedicalVetting

Force file received and 
reviewed



Competency-based Application and Interview

All officer assessments within BTP are conducted against the College of Policing’s 
Competencies and Values Framework (CVF).

Further information regarding the CVF can be found on the College of Policing 
website

http://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Development/competency-and-values-
framework/Pages/Competency-and-Values-framework



Section Three 

Salary & Pension Information



Salary & Allowances

BTP operates on the same Windsor Salary Scale as Home Office forces. As such,
your basic salary, including your increment date, will be maintained on transfer as 
follows:

Pay Point Salary

1 £68,456.93

2 £72,034.24

3 £75,795.75

4 £80,859.57

Please note that candidates retiring and re-joining will be placed on to Pay Point 0 
due to the break in continuous service.

Candidates on promotion will be placed on the spine point in accordance with their 
level of service at Superintendent rank, inclusive of any periods of temporary and/or 
acting duties.



Pensions

IMPORTANT UPDATE ON TRANSFERRING PREVIOUS POLICE PENSION INTO 
BTP CARE SCHEME

Transfers from Police Pension Schemes in England, Wales and Scotland can only be 
undertaken on the basis of an agreement between HM Treasury, the Home Office, 
BTPA, and the Railways Pension Trustee. This type of agreement is referred to as a 
‘bilateral transfer agreement’.

Following a recent meeting with representation from BTPA, BTP and the Department 
for Transport, Home Office and HM Treasury, it is clear that to obtain a bilateral 
agreement the process is complex and we do not as of yet have a timeframe under 
which an agreement might be obtained.  BTP and BTPA have also made contact with 
the Government Actuary’s Department (GAD) as well as seeking legal advice.

We fully understand that your pension is an important and integral element of your 
overall remuneration package and that having no bilateral agreement in place is 
frustrating. As a result it is currently not possible to transfer previous police 
benefits or for transfer quotations to be provided into the CARE scheme.
  
We will continue to pursue discussions with all bodies involved and if anything 
changes, we will write to you again. 

However it is important that you understand what options are open to you so we 
would recommend you contact your previous pension provider about your pension 
funds.  It is important you let them know why you are calling and that you are 
considering your options in respect of your pension and that you would like to know 
what options are available regarding taking, deferring or transferring your pension 
funds.  It is also important that you ask about the consequences of any of those 
options, including the possible impact on your future retirement. Please note that 
pension funds are not all the same and will have different rules so it is important to 
understand what is applicable to you.
Please be aware that BTP as an employer is not allowed to give pension or any 
financial advice.  

BTP Pension Introduction 

The information in this leaflet is given on a “without prejudice basis” and does not 
form any part of your contractual entitlements.  It does not confer any rights to 
benefits from the Fund other than those provided by the Fund Rules. 

The benefits payable from the British Transport Police Superannuation Fund are set 
out in the Rules of the Fund and a full guide for members will be included within your 
welcome pack when you join.

All Officers under the age of 58 (63 for Superintendents and more senior ranks) will 
be entered into the BTP Superannuation Fund on the day they start work.

BTP operate a Pension Salary Sacrifice Scheme (PensionPlus). You will 
automatically be enrolled into PensionPlus and your Reference Salary will be 
reduced, in accordance with the PensionPlus Scheme rules, by an amount 
equivalent to the level of pension contributions.



On 1 April 2015, the British Transport Police Authority introduced a new ‘CARE’ 
section of the British Transport Police Force Superannuation Fund (BTPFSF) for new 
entrants training to become Police Officers or transferees who have no protection in 
a Home Office force pension scheme.

The term CARE stands for ‘Career Average Revalued Earnings’. This means that on 
retirement the pension earned by the Officers will be the sum of the benefits accrued 
each year uplifted in following years by the consumer price index plus 1.25% per 
annum over the period of membership in the Fund.

Officers transferring from another force into the BTP whose pensions are protected in 
the Home Office may retain a form of protection on transfer, subject to confirmation 
from your current force regarding your current pension arrangements and subject to 
the approval of the British Transport Police Authority. It is your responsibility to 
ensure that the Recruitment team is aware of any level of protection that you 
may have.

Those currently in protected 30 or 35-year final-salary schemes in their previous 
force may be offered the terms and benefits of BTP’s 2007, 35-year pension scheme.  
Those who are protected in a 35-year final-salary scheme in their previous force, 
either in permanent or tapered protection, may retain their protection as per their 
current arrangement. 

To discuss this further, please contact the HR Business Centre on
0121 634 5630


